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†Life Sciences Division, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and ‡QB3 Institute, University of California, Berkeley, CaliforniaABSTRACT Although cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) of biological macromolecules has made important advances in the
past few years, the level of current technical performance is still well below what the physics of electron scattering would allow. It
should be possible, for example, to use cryo-EM to solve protein structures at atomic resolution for particle sizes well below
80 kDa, but currently this has been achieved only for particles at least 10 times larger than that. In this review, we first examine
some of the reasons for this large gap in performance. We then give an overview of work that is currently in progress to 1),
improve the signal/noise ratio for area detectors; 2), improve the signal transfer between the scattered electrons and the corre-
sponding images; and 3), reduce the extent to which beam-inducedmovement causes a steep fall-off of signal at high resolution.
In each case, there is substantial reason to think that cryo-EM can indeed be made to approach the estimated physical limits.INTRODUCTIONThe ability to experimentally determine the structures of
individual macromolecules, complex macromolecular
machines, and subcellular devices is of great value in
biochemistry and cell biology because it allows investiga-
tors to test existing hypotheses as well as to generate infor-
mation that may lead to the formulation of new hypotheses
(1). Awide range of biophysical tools are available for char-
acterizing and determining structure, including (but not
limited to) spectroscopy, crystallography, and various forms
of microscopy. Our goal in this review is to give an update
on what currently is being accomplished by cryo-electron
microscopy (cryo-EM), in the context of what is achievable
in principle and what improvements in technology are still
required before cryo-EM can approach the level of perfor-
mance allowed by physics.
Cryo-EM is generally understood to mean EM of biolog-
ical specimens in an unstained, frozen-hydrated state. This
technique provides structural information with improved
validity, and (as is increasingly the case) can even provide
sufficient information to build structural models at atomic
resolution (Fig. 1). Automated data collection and ever-
increasing computational capacity are making it possible
to record and process data from unprecedented numbers of
images. Applications of this technique include studies on
assembly pathways (2) and conformation dynamics (3) for
large molecular machines. In addition, cryo-EM tomog-
raphy of suitably thin specimens provides three-dimensional
(3D) images of cellular ultrastructure in a more lifelike state
than can be achieved by traditional methods such as plastic
sectioning (4).
There are limits, of course, as to how much structural
information can be obtained by cryo-EM. The primarySubmitted January 31, 2011, and accepted for publication April 7, 2011.
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0006-3495/11/05/2331/7 $2.00limiting factor is radiation damage (5) and, more specifi-
cally, the poor signal/noise ratio (SNR) in images recorded
with optimal electron exposures (6). It is safe to assume that
computational methods will continue to improve, enabling
investigators to more fully extract the information that
does exist in these noisy images (7). At the same time,
experimental methods can also be improved so as to more
fully relay the information initially carried in the scattered
electron wave onto the recorded image intensity.
In this mini-review, we examine various reasons for the
large gap that still exists between the SNR in images and
that observed in the scattered electron wave. In addition, we
summarize some of the experimental studies that are currently
underwaywith the aimof closing this gap asmuchaspossible.WHAT PHYSICS ALLOWS
The amount of structural information that can be extracted
from cryo-EM images is ultimately limited by the SNR in
such images. The cross section for electron scattering sets
a limit on how large the numerator can be, and the shot noise
associated with optimal electron exposures sets a physical
limit on how small the denominator can be.
It is well established that thin cryo-EM specimens are
accurately modeled as weak phase objects (8,9). As Zernike
(10) pointed out, one can intentionally defocus the image of
a phase object to generate visible contrast, and this is still
the norm in cryo-EM. A better alternative, however, would
be to use a quarter-wave plate to apply a 90 phase shift to
the scattered wave relative to the unscattered wave. At the
resolution needed to estimate the size and shape of a protein,
the phase shift for 200 keV electrons transmitted through
water (mass density 1 g/cm3) is ~36 mradian/nm (see, for
example, Fig. 3 A of Wang et al. (11)). The corresponding
phase shift through the protein will scale approximately as
the mass density, and, in addition, the mass density ofdoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2011.04.018
FIGURE 1 Determination of the atomic-resolu-
tion structure of a multiprotein complex by cryo-
EM. The eukaryotic chaperonin, TRiC/CCT, is a
dimer of hetero-octomeric rings of homologous
but not identical subunits. (A and B) Two examples
are shown of segmented densities and their corre-
sponding interpretation in terms of fitting the
primary structures of the b and z chains, respec-
tively. (C) A ribbon diagram of the assembled
structure. (D) A schematic diagram of how the
two rings stack together. This figure was kindly
prepared by Y. Cong from data published by
Cong et al. (35).
2332 Glaeser and Hallamorphous ice is ~6% less than that of liquid water. The
relative phase shift for a protein embedded in vitreous ice
should thus be ~14 mradian/nm. The amount of phase
contrast, DI/<I>, for cryo-EM images of proteins can
thus be ~0.028 T (i.e., twice the phase modulation in the
transmitted wave (9)), where T is the thickness of an object
in nanometers. In highly defocused images, on the other
hand, the contrast is five or 10 times smaller than this.
The optimal electron exposure that can be used for
cryo-EM depends somewhat on the resolution (6,12). For
example, it is counterproductive to use exposures (with
300 keVelectrons) higher than 2000 electrons/nm2 to image
features at high resolution, whereas exposures five times
larger than that can be used to image features at very low
resolution. Although the shot noise associated with these
low-dose limits is easily calculated for an ideal detector,
in practice the noise is significantly greater due to the imper-
fect detective quantum efficiency (DQE) of currently avail-
able detectors (13).
The smallest 3D feature that produces a detectable signal
in an image, even under ideal conditions, depends on 1),
the density of the feature relative to its surround (i.e., the
contrast, or signal); and 2), the exposure used to record the
image (i.e., the noise). Table 1 specifies how large the density
difference must be for the signal to be R3s, assuming
a perfect detector. Of interest, the dose-fractionation theorem
tells us that the SNR required to detect a feature is the same in
a single, two-dimensional (2D) projection as it is in a full,
3D reconstruction, provided that the same total electron
exposure is used (14,15). As noted in the table legend, the
density resolution indicated in Table 1 is 14 timesmore sensi-
tive than that reported in a previous study (16) inwhich it was
assumed that the amplitude-contrast model rather than theBiophysical Journal 100(10) 2331–2337phase-contrast model was applicable. The main conclusion
that can be drawn from this table is that a resolution of
~2 nm is physically achievable in cryo-EM images of indi-
vidual particles, but only for features (e.g., small domains)
with the highest attainable difference in density (contrast)
relative to their surround. Features that have smaller density
differences relative to their surround must be correspond-
ingly larger in size to be distinguished from one another.
However, one can improve the resolution at which images
and 3D reconstructions have acceptable SNR indefinitely by
merging data from independent images of identical objects.
In this case, the only physical limitation is that the SNR in
individual images must be high enough for one to correctly
align and orient the particles. (In this regard, it is important
to note that it is easier to merge data from large particles
than from small ones, since large structures provide more
signal to use when computing the best alignment.) As orig-
inally estimated by Henderson (17), for example, it should
be possible to merge data at high resolution from proteins
as small as ~40 kDa, and it should require only ~12,000
particles to produce a density map that is interpretable at
atomic resolution, regardless of the particle size. These esti-
mates are actually rather conservative (18), a point that was
subsequently put on a more secure mathematical basis by
Rosenthal and Henderson (19).WHAT IS (AND IS NOT, BUT SHOULD BE)
CURRENTLY ACHIEVED
In recent years, investigators have made rapid advances in
the use of cryo-EM to obtain high-resolution maps of icosa-
hedral virus particles (20–28). For the first time, cryo-EMhas
begun to produce density maps in which side-chain residues
TABLE 1 The density resolution that is achievable for object
detection (revised from Saxberg and Saxton (16))
p (e nm2) 0.5 nm 1 nm 2 nm 3 nm 5 nm
30 31 7.7 1.9 0.86 0.31
100 17 4.3 1.1 0.48 0.17
300 10 2.5 0.62 0.27 0.10
103 5.4 1.4 0.34 0.15 0.06
3  103 3.1 0.79 0.19 0.09 0.03
104 1.7 0.43 0.11 0.05 0.02
3  104 1.0 0.25 0.06 0.03 0.01
105 0.54 0.14 0.04 0.02 0.006
The entries in the table represent the minimum difference of specific gravity
that can be discriminated from one voxel to the next, on the basis of inten-
sity differences in the pixels that correspond to the 2D projected positions of
the respective voxels. The minimum detectable density difference is ex-
pressed as a function of voxel size (indicated at the head of columns 2–6)
and the total electron exposure value (indicated in column 1), to ensure
that DI/s ¼ R3. (The less-stringent criterion that the intensity difference
should be 3s, adopted by Saxberg and Saxton (rather than the more
commonly used criterion of 5s), has been retained in this table.) The previ-
ously published entries have been divided by a factor of 14 to reflect the
increased sensitivity of phase contrast relative to amplitude contrast, which
was the model used earlier by Saxberg and Saxton. This factor of 14
emerges from a comparison of the contrast estimated if the phase contrast
is ~0.028 times the thickness in nanometers (see the discussion in the
‘‘What Physics Allows’’ section) to the contrast estimated by Saxberg and
Saxton. This factor also agrees well with experimental estimates of the ratio
of amplitude and phase contrast (63,64).
The values attainable for cryo-EM specimens are restricted to the entries in
the clear cells of the table. The dark shading indicates that the density
values are greater than the density difference between protein and vitreous
ice, and thus it is not possible to realize the corresponding resolution, at the
corresponding electron exposure, for cryo-EM specimens. The clear back-
ground indicates that the density values are in the range that can occur in
cryo-EM specimens. Entries are shown in bold font if we believe that the
corresponding resolutions should be achievable at the corresponding elec-
tron exposures. When the entries are not shown in bold font, it is question-
able whether the indicated resolution will be achievable, because of the high
level of radiation damage that would occur. In particular, when the entries
are shown with double strikeout, we expect that radiation-induced bubbling
would have occurred at the corresponding electron exposures, and as a result
the corresponding resolution will not be achievable.
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recognized) than they are in x-ray crystal structures of the
same particle. Structurally stable icosahedral particles
thus join well-ordered 2D crystals (29,30) and helical assem-
blies (31,32) as objects for which cryo-EM is the method of
choice for determining structures at atomic resolution.
Except for the work on the bacterial flagellum (31), however,
the number of particles for which data must be merged has
remained well in excess of one million asymmetric units,
which is more than 100 times the estimated number that
would be needed if the SNR of the data were close to what
should be physically achievable (17).
High-resolution structures have also been obtained for
chaperonins, includingMm-cpn (33) andGroEL (34). Again,
these are relatively large particles with high symmetry
(16-fold and 14-fold, respectively), and both of these factors
make it easier to achieve high resolution. Therefore, Conget al.’s (35) use of cryo-EM to propose a chain-trace
(atomic) model of TriC/CCT (Fig. 1) may be close to the
limit of what is currently achievable, because this chapero-
nin particle consists of two rings made of eight related but
distinct polypeptides and thus has only twofold symmetry.
As a result, the interpretation of the density map is not
always as convincing as it is for maps that these authors
and others have obtained for icosahedral virus particles.
Indeed, some consider the interpretation of this density
map to be controversial, since the assignment of the relative
positions of individual subunits differs from that proposed
in another study (36). Even so, the quality of the cryo-
EM map achieved by Cong et al. represents a major step
forward.
Although the ribosome is a completely asymmetric
particle, it was initially a bit surprising, given the large
size of this particle, that attempts to obtain a high-resolution
density map remained stalled at a resolution of ~0.6 nm
(37–39). However, it has become clear that the existence
of multiple, biochemically relevant conformational states
represents both a challenge and a special opportunity for
structural studies by cryo-EM (40). The challenge lies in
the need to collect and process n-fold as many images as
would otherwise be the case (where n is the number of con-
formationally distinct states that are present in the sample).
On the other hand, we have the opportunity to visualize the
structural changes and mechanistic trajectory of a molecular
machine under physiologically relevant buffer conditions,
free from the constraints of crystal packing.
Other factors besides structural heterogeneity still limit
the scope of what currently can be achieved by cryo-EM.
It is still quite challenging to detect particles and merge
data from the resultant noisy images for single particles as
small as 500 kDa, and 3D reconstructions are rarely attemp-
ted for particles half that size. In addition, even when
density maps are obtained at atomic resolution, it is usually
necessary to merge data from millions rather than from only
tens of thousands of particles. As is discussed below, the
currently limiting factors include the imperfect performance
of detectors used in EM, the poor contrast transfer that is
achieved in highly defocused images, and additional loss of
signal due to radiation-induced specimen (or image) move-
ment. However, it is likely that robust and nearly perfect
experimental performance will eventually be achieved in
all three of these areas, in which case cryo-EM could make
even more significant contributions to the field of structural
biology.AREAS IN WHICH SIGNIFICANT TECHNOLOGICAL
IMPROVEMENT SEEMS TO BE POSSIBLE
Noise-free detectors for EM images
Estimates of how many particles are needed to produce a 3D
reconstruction at atomic resolution, and the smallest particleBiophysical Journal 100(10) 2331–2337
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perfect contrast transfer in the EM images but also the use
of a noise-free detector. Although photographic film has
long been the standard to beat (especially for 300 keV elec-
trons), it leaves much room for improvement in terms of
detective quantum efficiency under low-exposure condi-
tions. New types of area detectors that are currently being
developed for EM not only improve on the readout speed
of CCD cameras but also promise to improve the point-
spread function (i.e., resolution) relative to the pixel size
of the detector (13,41,42). In principle, such detectors could
also be operated in the electron-counting mode, thus
approaching the limit of an ideal detector.FIGURE 2 Quantitative estimate of one of the improvements expected
from development of in-focus (Zernike) phase contrast for cryo-EM. As
part of work that is not yet published, images of a 100 kDa enzyme
embedded in vitreous ice were simulated for the case of defocus-based
phase contrast, at defocus values (indicated by the abbreviation Def)
ranging from 1.2 to 6.0 mm, and for Zernike phase contrast at cut-on
frequencies (indicated by the abbreviation Ph) ranging from 1/(2.5 nm) to
1/(50 nm). Box plots indicate the minimum, lower quartile, median, upper
quartile, and maximum for the distribution of values obtained for multiple
simulated images. (A) Plot showing the distribution of CCF peak heights
when the simulated images are cross correlated with a perfect, noise-free
image. (B) Plot showing the alignment error, i.e., the distance of the CCF
peak from the position corresponding to correct alignment.Ideal contrast transfer
The potential importance of Zernike phase contrast can be
quantified by numerical simulation of cryo-EM images
(43). As an example, we show in Fig. 2 that the improved
signal at low spatial frequencies results in a significant
increase in the height of the cross-correlation peak for parti-
cles as small as 100 kDa, which in turn translates into much
more accurate alignment of the particles.
Although it was recognized more than 60 years ago that
miniature devices could be designed to provide in-focus
(Zernike) phase contrast in the electron microscope (44),
the first major breakthrough occurred when Nagayama
(45) used a focused ion beam to drill holes as small as
0.3 mm into a thin carbon-film phase plate. In addition,
Nagayama and Danev (46) used both a final coating of
evaporated carbon and continuous heating of the phase plate
to minimize electrostatic charging. Although the useful
lifetime of such phase plates seems to be restricted by an
unknown aging mechanism (47), tremendous improvements
in cryo-EM image contrast have been demonstrated for
a wide range of specimens (48–50). Earlier work with such
phase plates (51) also stimulated interest in the development
of microfabricated electrostatic phase plates (52–54), and
new schemes have also been proposed to combine phase
plates with aberration correctors, or to use a focused laser
as a phase plate (55). It thus seems certain that further devel-
opments in phase-plate technology will be achieved.Minimizing beam-induced movement
Finally, we turn to the point that the signal in cryo-EM
images shows a much steeper falloff at high resolution
than is observed in the electron diffraction pattern of the
same specimen (56). In addition, the amount of falloff varies
from one image to the next, and even from one area to
another within a single image. Following up on the observa-
tion that the power spectra of individual particle images in
a data set can be classified according to the amount and
direction of movement (57), we have noted that particles
in different classes tend to be clustered together in differentBiophysical Journal 100(10) 2331–2337areas of a given micrograph (Fig. 3). One model of such
effects proposes that radiation damage produces stochasti-
cally distributed stress within the sample, which in turn
produces random shifts (strain) of different areas by as
much as a few angstroms or more. Another model is that
random fluctuations in specimen charging result in spatially
varying movement of different parts of the image. In any
event, beam-induced movement that occurs while the image
is recorded is responsible for the steep falloff of signal.
Although several methods for minimizing this movement
have been investigated, only partial reduction has been
achieved by techniques such as limiting the size of the illu-
minated area (58,59) or improving the electrical conduc-
tivity of the support film (60,61). Other approaches that
might have been expected to be effective, such as extreme
FIGURE 4 Example of the calculated Fourier transform of the image of
a monolayer crystal of paraffin (tetratetracontane) grown on a 35-nm-thick
carbon film. The three sets of quasi-hexagonal reflections, all at a resolution
of ~0.4 nm, have essentially the full, theoretically expected amplitude based
on the measured intensities of the electron diffraction pattern of comparable
crystals. This is a cropped (lower-resolution) version of the same diffraction
pattern published by Glaeser et al. (62), where it is shown (using insets with
stretched contrast) that diffraction spots for this image remain detectable
out to a resolution of 0.15 nm.
FIGURE 3 Example showing variation in the amount of beam-induced
movement in a cryo-EM image of 70S ribosomes supported on a continuous
carbon film. (We thank Dr. Joachim Frank for providing a large set of
micrographs that were analyzed in this way.) The noisy power spectra of
individual ribosome particles were classified by multivariate statistical
analysis followed by hierarchical ascendant classification. The positions
of individual members in each class are shown with different colors, and
the average power spectra for each class are shown as insets in the corners
of the figure. The first zero in the contrast transfer function is at a resolution
of 20 A˚, as indicated in the top-left inset. The results of this experiment
show that members of each class are clustered into separate areas of the
micrograph, implying that entire regions of the specimenmove as a coherent
block. Not shown here is the additional fact that most micrographs showed
comparable results, but the patterns of movement varied substantially from
one micrograph to the next.
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of the electron exposure into extremely small steps, did not
improve the situation (62). In contrast to these limited
improvements, images of paraffin crystals grown on thick
carbon support films consistently showed the full, theoreti-
cally expected contrast (signal) at a resolution of ~0.4 nm
(62), and produced calculated Fourier transforms such as
the one shown in Fig. 4. This recent result thus establishes
that it is physically possible to overcome beam-induced
movement for at least some types of radiation-sensitive
specimens. Although this result is encouraging, one can
think of many reasons why additional methods may still
be needed to achieve comparable improvements for speci-
mens embedded in vitreous ice.SUMMARY: GOALS STILL TO BE ACHIEVED
As useful as cryo-EM already is for structural studies in
biochemistry and cell biology, it nevertheless performs at
a level well below what it might. In principle, it should be
possible to determine structures at atomic resolution for
protein complexes that are as much as 20 times smaller
than is currently the case. In addition, such structures should
require data sets that are 100 times smaller than what is
currently needed. If the SNR of images could be made toapproach what physics will allow, one could also expect
considerable improvement in how well the conformational
substates can be distinguished within a heterogeneous pop-
ulation. As indicated above, however, the detectors used to
record images must be made virtually noise-free, as would
be the case for a pixilated electron counter. The phase-
contrast transfer function must also be made uniformly close
to 1.0, as it would be for images recorded with a charging-
free quarter-wave plate. Finally, the problem of beam-
induced movement of specimens embedded in vitreous ice
must be overcome, as was recently done for specimens
attached firmly to a thick carbon support film. Significant
progress on at least some, if not all, of these objectives is
certain to be made over the next few years, resulting in
greatly expanded opportunities in structural biology.
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